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Abstract. Laser measurements are used chiefly for experiments during metal cutting. The recent 

development of laser technology offers chances that are advisable to take advantage of machine 
manufacturing. This article presents some measuring applications for metal cutting. Its purpose is to 

show separate literature on each technology to provide insight into the possibilities of laser measurements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

       In production systems, the maintenance of efficient productivity plays a 

prominent role. The technological processes in machine manufacturing technology 

have become more diverse in recent decades, and countless new procedures appear 

every day (Research and Markets [1–5]).   

Zaghal and Benke [6] report on determining reliable area sizes for 3D 

roughness measurement in their work. In their article, Zhou, J., et al. [7] and Zhou, 

H., et al. [8] analyse in detail the activities related to laser polishing. Lavrinenko et 

al. [9] present a review study entitled “Modern Developments Related to the 

Directed Impact on the Cutting Surface of a Diamond Abrasive Tool and its Contact 

Zone in the Processes of Machining (review)". In their article, they examine in detail 

the activity of laser sharpening evaluation on diamond wheels [10–11], and also 

analyse the laser surface roughness measurement [12]. 

The driving force behind the increase in indicators is reducing production 

time. At the same time, this phenomenon also affects traditional technological 

processes. These production processes must also meet quality, reliability and 

increased productivity [13–14]. Increasing the machining speed is a promising way 

to speed up the different production steps. However, it also raises new problems. In-

situ metrology in production systems improves accuracy and reduces machining 

time by eliminating repositioning and setting operations [15]. Various monitoring 

methods and techniques help to achieve these goals. These procedures are 

increasingly crucial in individual production technology operations [16]. This article 

does not intend to deal with the various monitoring techniques. However, we must 
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note that the respective areas are slowly separating. Some condition monitoring 

procedures monitor the machine tool (MCM), while others focus directly on the tool. 

The former mainly focuses on condition-based maintenance (CBM) [17–20], 

providing data that can complement a risk-based maintenance strategy (RBM) 

(offering a severe economic advantage for users). Other monitoring techniques 

maximise the valuable working time spent on quality production by examining the 

tool condition. [21–23]. Predictive maintenance uses analytical models to analyse 

data from sensors that estimate the condition of a part, machine or process. Predictive 

maintenance procedures benefit from machine data collection and more frequent 

sampling, while condition-based monitoring applications benefit from multiple 

sensing inputs [24–25]. At the same time, the condition-based inspection often acts 

as an early warning system. In parallel with the systems that monitor the tool's 

condition, we can observe the material separation process separately. This third 

control strategy is closely related to the previous controls [11], [14].  

Today, we have many different sensors and measurement methods at our 

disposal. However, each has limitations, so the measurement is still burdened with 

errors [26–27]. The more sensitive the measurement method (for example, laser) is 

to the physical signal, the more accurately it can reproduce the phenomenon under 

investigation. From this point of view, they, therefore, offer a definite advantage [28]. 

At the same time, they may require complicated installation, their area of use may 

be limited, or their investment costs may be high, so they have not become 

widespread [29-30]. It can be said for almost all optical sensors, the only exception 

perhaps being the use of CCD detectors [31]. Using a laser as a measuring tool was 

still considered expensive almost a decade ago. Today, however, the situation has 

changed.  
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Figure 1. Applicability of laser interferometers compared to accelerometers and acoustic 

emission sensors 
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The laser as a measuring device was a costly procedure nearly a decade ago 

[32]. However, due to the significant reduction in production costs and their 

intensive use in the electronics industry, their scope of application has widened. 

Laser devices are still developing at a tremendous pace today. This trend applies to 

lasers, high-resolution cameras, smart devices, and microcontrollers performing 

local computing tasks [33]. New application areas come to the fore through the 

miniaturisation and embedding of measuring devices.  

An example of such a device is the multi-beam, integrated semiconductor 

laser developed by Li et al. [34]. Compared to previous devices, this new six-beam 

laser chip reduces the loss caused by detection time and increases signal stability. 

Li’s development is beneficial for measuring vibrations in the low-frequency range, 

with an amplitude of up to a few 100 µm/s, a resolution and quality similar to 

commercially available LDVs. Subprocesses of the cutting cycle and events that 

occur (even unexpectedly) require additional attention, as they sensitively affect the 

accurate evaluation of the measurements. In the case of laser measurements, it 

happened, for example, that the displacement signal was sometimes "lost" (drop-out) 

in the transition phase of the cutting cycle [35–36]. In the case of measurements 

carried out with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer, the reflected signal may become low 

in intensity and fall below the acceptable level. As a result, the measurement signal 

itself disappears or becomes non-processable.  

The shape of the tool is also an influencing factor. If it gets in the way of 

the laser, it causes a (sometimes significant) abnormality in the reflected signal. Such 

a phenomenon can be experienced, for example, in drilling [36]. 

The mentioned reasons partly explain the common practice that laser 

measuring devices are usually not used alone but together with other sensors [35], 

[37–41]. At the same time, laser devices may be required as an additional signal 

source or to clarify the dynamic model of the system. This is especially true during 

cutting. 

Figure 1. (based on [42]) provides some information about the applicability 

of laser interferometers used in ultra-precision machining as a function of accuracy 

and control parameters.  

 

2. LASER MEASUREMENTS IN TURNING 

Turning is often the subject of investigation as a traditional machining 

process. Many proven measurement methods have been developed for its study. 

However, the power consumption calculated based on the current consumption of 

the main spindle is used as the input parameter that forms the basis of condition 

monitoring. The power consumption strategy is used primarily in performance-based 

TCM (Tool Condition Monitoring) to identify the end-of-life condition of a tool. The 
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disadvantage at the same time is that it is less suitable for effectively detecting tool 

breakage and other similar sudden events [43]. 

In the case of turning, more superficial measurements are made with the 

help of a laser. Its early consumption, which is still present today, is the tachometer. 

First, its implementation is simple, so we can even measure the signal taken from 

the chuck with it. Urbikain and his colleagues also used the laser this way when they 

carried out measurements on a CNC lathe centre, investigating the practical 

implementation possibilities of the SSV (spindle speed variation technique) [44]. In 

the experiments, the measurement of energy consumption ensured the balance 

between better stability limits and acceptable spindle behaviour. Accurate speed data 

was required for feedback. This data was provided by the laser - successfully.  

We should mention its other use as a surface scanning method. A procedure 

used not only for turning but also for other cutting operations. A procedure used to 

check both the tool and the machined surface. In their recently published article, 

Ádám Kiss and his colleagues looked for answers to the causes of self-excited 

vibrations during turning [45]. They obtained the dynamic behaviour of the 

vibrations generated during the machining process by comparing the results from the 

measurement of the roughness of the machined surface with the theoretical 

correlations. For this purpose, an industrial laser differential displacement meter was 

used to measure the deviation of the surface from the ideal geometry. In the case of 

most surfaces, the ratio of regular reflection and diffuse reflection is a function of 

surface roughness. Therefore, the reflected light pattern carries information about 

the quality of the surface. During their measurements, the sensor provided sufficient 

accuracy for detection. As a limitation, the laser spot is not an ideal point but an 

ellipse. Since the sensor measures the average of the surface roughness - moreover, 

not symmetrically - this effect appears as a moving average along the measurement 

line. Spot asymmetry is often encountered when the instrument uses a semiconductor 

laser. In such a case, the measurement distance must be considered. In the case of 

spatial-mode semiconductor solid-state lasers (SD), the semiconductor laser beam, 

at a suitable distance both in the direction perpendicular to the active layer and 

parallel to it, can only seem Gaussian [46] or Lorenz distributed [47]. Therefore, the 

measurement distance is always problematic for these measurements - due to the 

type of laser.  

A similar laser application was included earlier in a series of experiments 

by Wong and his research group [48]. In their article, they presented an optical 

method that uses the scattering pattern of reflected laser light to track the condition 

of the tool in case of roughing. During the measurement, the light beam of a low-

power He-Ne gas laser was reflected from the workpiece's surface. The scattered 

light was recorded with a digital camera and then analysed using appropriate image 

processing techniques. The average of the resulting pattern and its standard deviation 

for the intensity image were examined. This method can detect a roughness 
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corresponding to 1/8 of the laser wavelength. Of course, to analyse the tool's wear, 

the quality of the surface, the optical parameters, and the tool degradation had to be 

matched. According to their experience, surface quality, tool wear and optical 

characteristics are not always consistent because they depend on many factors. The 

scattered laser pattern itself does not correlate with tool wear, but the intensity 

distribution of the pattern does – but only in a limited range of wear. 

Self-excited vibrations were investigated by Prasad et al., but already 

during a series of experiments with LDV. In their study [38], they looked for the 

connection between the workpiece's vibration, the tool's wear, and the texture of the 

machined surface. During face turning, the vibration in the feed direction was 

measured with a laser. An FFT spectrum was formed from the received signal and 

then evaluated. By carrying out the measurements on different materials, with the 

sharp, the less worn, and finally, the blunt tool, they found that as the tool's wear 

progressed, the vibration amplitudes also increased in the frequency range - as 

expected. The further increase in vibration was attributed to the ever-increasing 

friction between the workpiece and the cutting tool, which is also a consequence of 

tool wear. 

In another paper by Prasad, the cutting temperature and the dynamic 

characteristics of the vibration signals were analysed simultaneously [39]. LDV was 

used to extract the vibration data in the feed direction during orthogonal cutting, and 

the temperature was measured by infrared thermography. They aimed to create an 

experimental database to detect and monitor tool wear. Their experiments showed a 

relationship between vibrations, cutting temperature and tool wear, depending on the 

speed. 

The article by Venkata Rao et al. [40] is related to turning but also touches 

on the next chapter, in which the authors analysed the effects of cutting speed, feed 

and tip radius of the cutting insert in hole turning. Vibrations in this process are 

especially problematic when the tool is still at the beginning of the hole machining 

and most of it is located outside the hole. The vibration of the workpiece was also 

monitored with the LDV. The roughness and wear parameters were compared with 

the vibration amplitudes by recording the FFT spectrum of the signal. 

During hole turning, laser measurements were also performed in cases 

where the machining process is aided by externally generated vibrations [49]. Chern 

and Liang used a piezo crystal oscillator to vibrate the tool in the feed direction. 

They aimed to improve the crossing holes and reduce the surface roughness. At the 

intersection of the holes, even significant burrs can form, which, for example, cause 

problems with flow technology in the case of valves. In their tests, the laser played 

an additional role. The vibration amplitudes were analysed with a laser displacement 

meter. Its sampling frequency was 50kHz, while the frequency that excites the tool 

could be changed to 14kHz, so very high frequencies could also be tested. 
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3. LASER INSPECTION DURING DRILLING 

Recently, several articles have been published about using LDV during 

drilling [36],[49–50], but it is by no means a commonly used method. Unlike 

previous material separation operations, drilling is even less common to use a laser 

as a sensor signal source. Nevertheless, this measurement method's advantages can 

be seen precisely during this cutting process. 

Electronic non-contact measurement techniques, such as inductive and 

capacitive displacement sensors, offer limited possibilities for non-contact 

measurement. These are limited only to close measurements and are sensitive to 

thermal expansion. So, they must be arranged in two pairs for acceptable 

measurement [35]. With drilling, direct control of the cutting process is impossible 

– as it cannot be directly observed. Thus, only indirect measurement procedures help 

understand the process's phenomena during cutting, even when creating a TCM 

strategy. It is advisable to examine the tool's vibrations; for instance, individual chip 

removal steps can be better observed by measuring the tool itself [51].  

Chern and Liang repeated the same vibration tests performed in hole turning 

for small diameter holes. The measuring range of the laser displacement meter 

(50kHz) made it possible to measure the excitation in the higher frequency range 

correctly. 

During measurements during drilling, it was clearly observed that until 

(with fixed cutting parameters) the drill bit begins to cut with its total diameter, the 

individual temporal phases have a specific time and frequency range [50]. 

Balaji et al. deal with the effect of cutting speed, feed and groove angle on 

drilling tool life (wear) [52]. His study examined the tool's vibrations during drilling 

on a universal lathe with a Laser Doppler vibration meter. He determined the 

relationship between the vibration amplitudes and wear, groove angle, surface 

quality, and vibration parameters based on the measured data. 

 

4. LASER MEASUREMENTS IN MILLING 

Milling is the cutting operation that has been/is being researched the most 

due to its versatility. This is why we often come across laser devices during 

examinations. In their early work [53], Ryabov et al. used a laser to measure tool 

wear during the process and to detect medium and large tool defects. The 

measurement of noisy signals obtained under natural cutting conditions was based 

on laser displacement sensors, and two laser sensors were used simultaneously. The 

tool's cutting-edge shape was checked with the two lasers. In addition, the received 

signals were fed into the control system and used as a synchronisation signal for 

speed control. According to their experience, the reflection's characteristics depend 

on the light dispersion properties of the surface and the direction of the incident light 
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beam. Based on the results obtained during practical measurements, average and 

worn surfaces can be clearly distinguished through the light intensity patterns 

resulting from the difference in the surface. However, they do not differ significantly 

in their dispersion properties. 

The article by Tatar and Grin also analyses tool vibrations during high-

speed milling [35]. Since, in the case of high-speed cutting when measuring spindle 

vibration, low-vibration signal transmission, disturbances in the bearings, and 

magnetic disturbances in the motor make classical measurements unreliable, a new 

sensor was chosen. The task was solved with a non-contact laser sensor placed near 

the tool. In experiments, LDV measured the speed of a given point of the tool and 

its displacement, thanks to the built-in system. This possibility is a real advantage in 

the lower frequency range. At the same time, due to the appearance of pseudo-

vibrations and transverse vibrations from the shape of the tool shank, they had to 

perform additional measurements. 

The topic of the work by Faassen et al. was self-excited vibrations occurring 

during high-speed milling [54]. While others use constant parameters for the entire 

spindle speed range to describe the machine dynamics and the behaviour of the 

cutting process, they proposed a model that also considers the spindle speed to 

construct the stability maps. In this model, the dynamics of the machine also play a 

role. To measure the dynamic behaviour of the main spindle-tool holder-tool system 

and determine the effect of the spindle speed on this behaviour, FRF (Frequency 

Response Function) tests were performed with an impulse hammer. Measurements 

were made with a stationary and rotating spindle, where the vibrations were recorded 

with a twin-sensor industrial laser (LTS – Laser Twin Sensor) surface inspection 

sensor. They could establish a frequency response characteristic in the range of 750–

1750 Hz through laser measurement. The previous experiments were supplemented 

with microphone measurements to refine the stability limits. 

Rantatalo's measurements were also made on a milling machine [55]. His 

method was primarily aimed at analysing the vibrations of the main spindle. In his 

complex work, he searched for an answer to the effect of the main spindle as a 

rotating element on the system's stability. Its solution is general, so it can also be 

used with other chucked devices. 

The dynamic effect of the main spindle on cutting was also dealt with by 

Österlind and his research group [56], but unlike others, he used the method of in-

process modal analysis (OMA – Operational Modal Analysis). For static 

measurements, the transfer functions were prepared with an impulse hammer, and 

then the parameters during the operation were recorded with an OMA. They also 

used several different sensors in their experiments. The vibrations of the workpiece, 

the tool holder and the table were measured with accelerometers. In contrast, the 

tool's response to vibrations was measured with a laser Doppler vibration meter. The 
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measurement results were used to analyse the stability map of the system, examining 

the changes that occurred during cutting. 

Self-excited vibrations have been a topic of interest to researchers for a long 

time. For example, in a previous article, Nakagawa et al. discuss the effects of 

vibrations generated during the milling of hardened steel materials on the surface 

quality [57]. Since the previously discussed eddy current sensor had both placement 

and dynamic disadvantages (detection threshold in the lower frequency range), the 

displacement of the milling tool tip was measured with an LDV. During 

measurement, two LDVs simultaneously monitored the operation and the mutually 

perpendicular displacements of the tooltip. They tried to correct the instrument's 

relative measurement error by placing it relatively far from the measurement point. 

During their experiments, with the help of high-resolution measurements, they 

identified two different types of self-excited vibrations. It was possible to observe 

the change in the unstable regions of the stability map. 

The dynamic properties of the machine tool-tool-workpiece system were 

also investigated by Norman et al., during which LDV was used to predetermine the 

dynamic parameters of the system [58]. Since the stiffness of the machine tool itself 

changes due to the changing working conditions (e.g. due to the variable bearing 

stiffness depending on the speed), they prepared a test bench for their tests. The 

effects of various factors affecting the system's dynamics were checked. The 

response data measured with the LDV were monitored by examining different load 

cases. So, the system's transfer function was defined in such a way that the main 

spindle axis was in rotation all the time - i.e. during work. The results of their 

experiments confirmed the advantage of testing with non-contact methods that the 

disadvantages observed with traditional sensors, such as the mass load of the 

accelerometers or the error caused by the damping of the pulse hammerhead, do not 

occur during the measurement. The measurements can, therefore, be performed even 

while the tool is rotating so that the changes in the system's transfer functions 

determined at different rotation speeds can be monitored. 

 

5. COMMON EXPERIENCES WITH LASER MEASUREMENTS 

As with all sensor types, measurement errors with laser sensors are caused 

by the conditions of their installation since the measured speed signal is relative. 

During machining experiments for research purposes with the LDV measuring 

instrument, it is a problem that the device (due to its dimensions) can often only be 

used mounted on a stand [36], [59]. So, vibrations originating from the laser's 

"capture" conditions also appear at the output of the LDV [60–61]. However, 

isolation from the environment, which is an obvious solution, requires careful 

preparation. In addition, it is complicated to eliminate low frequencies, so this 

problem cannot be solved effectively. The author and several colleagues used an 
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optical vibration-free table during his measurements in several different measuring 

setups. He experienced vibrations independent of the choice of stand and originating 

from the characteristics and design of the measuring device [62]. 

The idea of Halkon and Rothberg [63] offers a simple solution to the 

relativity of the speed signal as a source of error. It has been proven in practice that 

if an accelerometer is paired with a second one mounted anywhere on the instrument 

and aligned in the laser beam, it solves this problem well. In their experiments, the 

instrument was supplemented with two traditional acceleration sensors that measure 

the vibration in the laser's direction. If they measure in the same direction and are 

axisymmetric to the laser beam, the amplitude and phase spectra of the instrument's 

vibrations can be well corrected. However, in addition to favourable experiences, 

the correction may be impaired by the transverse sensitivity of the acceleration 

sensor. Regardless, it is not only the relativity of the measurement that causes 

problems but also the polarised coherence of the laser light. By itself, the interference 

pattern would be an applicable property, for example, if it were a matter of 

examining the quality of the surface. In the case of a light wave with this property, 

if the light illuminates an optically rough surface - and most surfaces are like this - 

then each small surface element will act as a point source of coherent light. Due to 

the uncorrelated light waves created in this way, a granular pattern of dark and light 

spots is formed on the detector due to the superposition. The sensor is several such, 

i.e. collects a spot pattern with one sampling shape, and the current output of the 

photodiode will be proportional to the sum of these instantaneous intensity 

distributions [64]. 

If the spot pattern changes space and time (for example, a rapid movement 

of the target perpendicular to the measurement direction or a sudden rotation), the 

Doppler signal - and thus the output of the detector – is modulated by the change in 

the pattern [65-66]. Therefore, the formation of pattern noise can be explained by 

the fact that the point illuminated by the laser during the vibration was not the same 

point during the entire movement period [67]. 

Nevertheless, in the case of vibration testing, it is a distinct disadvantage 

because the sample fluctuates almost randomly [35–36], [41]. The effect of the 

change in granularity on the measured signal can be reduced by averaging the 

measurements [68–69]. However, spurious vibrations arising from the "repetition" 

of the pattern due to rotation are still visible in the spectrum. Their name used in 

international literature is pseudo-oscillations [69–70]. Therefore, if the laser scans a 

workpiece or tool rotating at high speed, we will get disturbing peaks and higher-

order harmonics in the frequency spectrum due to the effect [64–65], [69]. 

For the simplest solution to this problem, it seems that making an "optically 

smooth" surface for the measurements can be a good solution [35], [41], [58]. That 

is, on the one hand, a clean and, on the other hand, smooth polished surface must be 

created for good reflection. However, making such preparations or ensuring this 
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condition permanently is not always possible. The question is similar to the speckle 

noise phenomenon occurring in remote sensing (or laser-based remote sensing – 

LIDAR – Light Detection and Ranging). Courville, although not working in the field 

of metal cutting, draws attention in their work to the fact that a single LDV with two 

properly positioned detectors in one line can simultaneously record two 

measurements, which will have independent speckle noise [71]. To reduce the noise 

of the spot, he recommends separating the signals in the frequency range and 

averaging the measurement series recorded with several sensors simultaneously. In 

this way, they can also record the orthogonal polarisation of light. 

Vass and his fellow researchers developed an algorithm operating in a time 

domain to improve the reflected light's signal/noise ratio [72]. According to their 

experiments, if the spot pattern of the reflected light differs significantly from the 

majority of the samples in the signal (examined over time), i.e. the amplitude 

distribution of the sample does not follow the usual dispersion of the signal and 

shows an extreme deviation from the average. The peakedness (kurtosis) can be used 

to detect the disturbance. If outliers exceed a limit, they can be automatically 

removed. Hosek, who compared the effectiveness of this method with several 

techniques, also similarly limits the vibration amplitudes [66]. The disadvantage of 

the kurtosis method is that it is primarily suitable for detecting random and out-of-

average scattering noise. 

An additional, simple solution is to eliminate noise smearing errors caused 

by rotation is almost self-evident – if the cutting conditions permit – the 

measurement must be performed on the stationary tool [36], [40], [49], [51]. 

However, this limitation cannot be a condition for developing a condition-

monitoring strategy. 

 

6. SUMMARY 

In summary, it can be said that laser measuring devices are used in different 

ways for different types of machining. Lasers came to the fore primarily for surface 

inspection and determining the dynamic behaviour of the machine system or process. 

The use of lasers in drilling among the machine manufacturing technological 

processes is still waiting to be discovered in contrast to milling or turning, which are 

well and effectively researched areas. 

Interferometric measuring devices are more accurate than other laser 

measuring techniques, but their more complicated construction makes them more 

sensitive to the conditions. The triangular measuring technique, which is well-

proven in practice, can also be used adequately for measurements during cutting. It 

is a method often used for research, but during production, it is currently used almost 

only in cases of positioning and coordinate measurement. 
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It is typical that the laser measuring technique is only one component of a 

more complex measuring system and takes on a complementary role alongside other 

types of measuring devices. 

Indeed, the cutting or machining conditions are not always favourable for 

measuring methods where environmental effects can strongly influence the 

measurement results. However, with its advantages, laser technology can 

increasingly provide a suitable answer to the problems that arise during cutting. 
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ЛАЗЕРНІ ВИМІРЮВАННЯ В ПРОЦЕСАХ РІЗАННЯ 

 
Анотація. Метрологія на місці у виробничих системах підвищує точність і скорочує час обробки 

за рахунок виключення операцій перепозиціонування і установки. Досягти цих цілей допомагають 
різні методи і прийоми моніторингу. Ці процедури набувають все більшого значення в окремих 

технологічних операціях виробництва. Деякі процедури моніторингу стану контролюють 

верстат, тоді як інші зосереджуються безпосередньо на інструменті. Перший в основному 
зосереджений на технічному обслуговуванні на основі стану, надаючи дані, які можуть 

доповнити стратегію технічного обслуговування на основі оцінки ризику (пропонуючи серйозну 

економічну перевагу для користувачів). Інші методи моніторингу максимізують дорогоцінний 
робочий час, витрачений на якісне виробництво, досліджуючи стан інструменту. Сьогодні в 

нашому розпорядженні є безліч різних датчиків і методів вимірювання. Однак кожен з них має 
обмеження, тому вимірювання все одно обтяжене похибками. Чим чутливіший метод 

вимірювання (наприклад, лазерний) до фізичного сигналу, тим точніше він може відтворити 

досліджуване явище. З цієї точки зору вони, таким чином, мають певну перевагу. Нові сфери 
застосування виходять на перший план завдяки мініатюризації та вбудовуванню вимірювальних 

приладів. Прикладом такого пристрою є багатопроменевий, інтегрований напівпровідниковий 

лазер. У порівнянні з попередніми пристроями, цей новий шестипроменевий лазерний чіп зменшує 
втрати, спричинені часом виявлення, і підвищує стабільність сигналу. Розробка дуже вигідна для 

вимірювання вібрацій в низькочастотному діапазоні, з амплітудою до 100 мкм/с, роздільною 

здатністю і якістю, подібними до комерційно доступних LDV. Лазери вийшли на перший план 
насамперед для поверхневого контролю та визначення динамічної поведінки машинної системи 

або процесу. Використання лазерів у свердлінні серед технологічних процесів машинобудування 

все ще чекає свого відкриття, на відміну від фрезерування або токарної обробки, які є добре та 
ефективно дослідженими галузями. Інтерферометричні вимірювальні прилади більш точні, ніж 

інші лазерні вимірювальні методи, але їх більш складна конструкція робить їх більш чутливими 

до умов. Трикутна методика вимірювання, яка добре зарекомендувала себе на практиці, також 

може бути адекватно використана для вимірювань під час різання. Це метод, який часто 

використовується для досліджень, але під час виробництва в даний час він використовується 

майже тільки у випадках позиціонування та вимірювання координат. 
Ключові слова: різання металу; лазерне вимірювання; технологічний моніторинг; LDV; оптичні 

датчики. 

 

 

 


